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INTRODUCTION

30
Nearly 50 million adults worldwide over the 31 age of 65 years will develop dementia [1, 2] , and 32 * Correspondence to: Raymond Romano, Vanderbilt University While several between-groups psychophysical stud-80 ies on sex differences in pain appear in literature, 81 there is a paucity of experimental pain research using 
95
METHODS
96
Study design
97
This study is a secondary analysis of a cross- Comparisons between males and females were con-224 ducted using Mann-Whitney U tests (continuous) and 
251
RESULTS
252
Demographics
253
A total of 80 participants were in the parent study.
254
For this analysis, three participants were excluded 255 due to an MMSE score of less than 10 and one sub-256 ject was excluded due to missing an MMSE score.
257
The final sample consisted of males (n = 38) and Table 1 ). Table 4 ).
295
There was a statistically significant difference correlations (see Table 4 ). 
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